Abstract -This paper presents a coupling between integral volume equation method (IVEM) and a fast multipole algorithm (FMM) in order to model ships magnetic anomaly. Complex geometries of real vessels associated with very dense meshes can be treated.
I. INTRODUCTION When a ship's ferromagnetic hull is placed in the earth's magnetic field, it gets a magnetization creating a local anomaly of field. For military vessels, this anomaly can lead to their destruction by magnetic mines or their localization (submarine). The goal of this work is to develop a modeling tool that enables the computation of this external magnetic signature. The finite element method is known to be very efficient to do it, however it can lead to inaccuracies due to the mesh of air region. An already validated solution can be to use integral volume equation method (IVEM), where only the shell has to be meshed [1] , however the method needs the storing and the solving of a fully dense matrix system. This approach, very accurate, is then limited to very simple geometry with few unknowns. To overcome this difficulty, we propose a new method which is based on the coupling of IVEM with Fast Multipole Method (FMM). It leads to a significant reduction of the required memory and speeds the solving process up enabling to resolution of very fine meshed geometries.
II. FORMULATION Let us consider a ferromagnetic shell placed in an inductor field H 0 . The inductor field being low (earth's magnetic field), the permeability µ r is considered as linear. The magnetization is assumed to be tangential to the hull [1] . The shell is meshed into N surface elements where the magnetization is assumed to be uniform. Thanks a point matching approach at the barycenter each element, we get the integral governing equation of the problem for each element [1] )
where e is the thickness of the shell, M i the unknown magnetizations (two components per element) and n is the external normal to each element tangential to it. Let us notice that with this formulation sources are located on edges of the mesh and are equivalent to magnetic charge distribution M.n. By writing (1) in each element, we get a full square matrix system of 2N equations. III. FAST MULTIPOLE ALGORITHM To reduce the memory requirements, a fast multipole algorithm is used [2] . The classical version of this algorithm, based on spherical harmonic decompositions and a hierarchical octree partition of the domain, enables the computation of field in numerous points created by an important number of punctual charges without storing explicitly the interaction matrix. This hierarchical algorithm reduces the memory requirements and the computational cost to approximately O(N), so very large problems can be solved.
In our approach, numerical integration of (1) leads to the introduction of punctual charges on edges of the mesh, so the classical approach can easily be applied. One of the key points of the resolution deals with the convergence of the GMRES algorithm. This convergence is improved thanks a dedicated preconditioner which will be fully described in the full paper.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULT Presented submarine example was computed on Dell OptiPlex 755 with Intel Core 2 Duo E6750 @2.66GHz and 3.5Gb memory. Matrix-vector product was computed by a parallel version of FMM developed in Java. The submarine's hull is discretized with 50,000 elements (100,000 unknowns). The storage of the complete full populated system matrix would require more than 80Gb. The use of the FMM compression reduces the memory requirement to 200Mb. During the solving process, 27 matrix-vector products are needed to obtain the final solution in 2440 seconds. 
